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Development of a wheelchair propulsion laboratory 
The current thesis positions wheelchair ergometers as a central component for 

wheelchair propulsion analysis and, by extension, the wheelchair propulsion lab. It 

is well established that long-term use of handrim wheelchairs can lead to repetitive 

strain injuries in the upper extremities [1–3], underlining the importance of 

wheelchair propulsion monitoring and research. Wheelchair propulsion 

laboratories (labs) to study the physiological, biomechanical, ergonomic, and 

technical underpinnings of wheelchair propulsion to optimize the wheelchair, user, 

and wheelchair-user interface are, however, not yet widely implemented. The 

upcoming section will discuss the past (main findings of the thesis), as well as the 

present (current state of the ergometer and wheelchair propulsion labs) and future 

(opportunities and challenges ahead) of the development of a wheelchair propulsion 

laboratory.  

Main findings 
The current thesis highlighted the rich history, starting in the sixties, of wheelchair 

ergometers (Chapter 1) that were developed to research and optimize all 

components of the wheelchair-user combination [4]. Researchers around the globe 

have built devices that allowed for the measurement and simulation of wheelchair 

propulsion in the lab, each with their own trade-offs for their specific research needs. 

Nevertheless, wheelchair ergometry has never been as widely implemented as 

bicycle and arm-crank ergometry did in the sports domain and clinical gait analysis 

[5] in the clinical domain.  

The current thesis presents a new wheelchair ergometer for the physiological and 

biomechanical testing of wheelchair users in their own wheelchair, thereby 

maintaining the individual wheelchair-user interface (Chapter 2). The ergometer 

uses force sensors and servomotors to respectively measure and simulate wheelchair 

propulsion, allowing for the use in (applied) research, as well as clinical and sports 

practice. With regards to the measuring aspects of the ergometer, it produces similar 

informative outcomes (e.g. push-time, cycle-time, contact angle) as a measurement 

wheel during submaximal steady-state propulsion (Chapter 2). However, the 

unfiltered force signal does seem to have a relatively high uncertainty (Chapter 3).  

A limiting factor to the adoption of wheelchair propulsion labs, for example in 

rehabilitation [6], have been the complexity of measurements (e.g. power output) 

and the interpretation of test outcomes [7]. As such, the current state-of-the-art of 

laboratory wheelchair research methodology regarding overground, treadmill, and 

ergometer propulsion was compiled and presented in an accessible tutorial format 

for end-users (online video and Chapter 4). With regards to the simulation that the 
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ergometer provides, Chapter 5 shows that the biomechanical outcomes measured 

during overground, treadmill, and ergometer propulsion are comparable (e.g. heart 

rate, push time, work per push), though some differences were found (e.g. fraction 

of effective force) which should be further explored. These results are important to 

consider when comparing (future) research with the existing knowledge base and 

can be used to further improve simulation and ecological validity.  

Chapter 6 showed that wheelchair racing propulsion technique in novices changes 

over time for the better when practicing submaximal steady-state propulsion on the 

ergometer. While these results by themselves are novel and valuable, they also 

demonstrate that the ergometer can be employed for longitudinal and/or learning 

studies. Moreover, Chapter 7 illustrated the challenges associated with conducting 

motor learning studies on a wheelchair treadmill, thereby demonstrating potential 

avenues for the application of wheelchair ergometers as a testing surface and 

perhaps in the simulation of power-assists. As such, the ergometer proves to be a 

promising addition to the wheelchair propulsion lab, allowing for wheelchair 

propulsion testing and training in research, clinical, and sports practice. 

Current state-of-the-art 
Wheelchair propulsion labs could be used to determine the cause of atypical or 

asymmetrical propulsion and exercise capacity (both aerobic and anaerobic), aid in 

the planning of treatment or training, prescribe and fit (power-assisted) wheelchairs, 

test building configurations, identify those at risk for overuse complications, classify 

athletes, and expand the knowledge base. To enable wheelchair propulsion analysis, 

a new wheelchair roller ergometer (Esseda, Lode BV, The Netherlands) was 

developed with the aim to be the main testing platform in a wheelchair propulsion 

lab (Chapter 2), while preserving the wheelchair-user interface, and allowing for the 

use of different simulation parameters based on the power balance [8]. Not shown 

in the thesis were the many design iterations that predated the current version of the 

ergometer. Further, developments are still ongoing today and effort is primarily 

targeted towards improving software-based end-user (i.e. researchers, clinicians, 

coaches) experience. 

For the wheelchair ergometer to become a central component in the wheelchair 

propulsion lab, it will need regular static and dynamic calibration. A low-cost 

portable validation system for wheelchair roller ergometers was presented (Chapter 

3) which needs slight adaptations before it can be deployed in the field. First, the 

improvised tachometer should preferably be exchanged for another (off the shelf) 

sensor, because eccentricities in the disc significantly complicated the analysis for a 

minimal reduction in cost. Second, the control and analysis software need to be 
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further developed so assemblers and distributors can individually perform 

measurements and calibrations without the need for additional scripting. To allow 

for a more realistic loading of the rollers, a larger version of the calibration system 

could be built using the same guiding principles, though this would come at the cost 

of portability. Thereafter, the calibration system could be used to validate roller 

ergometers in a variety of settings. Calibration with this system could for example 

be performed right after assembly, periodically by the distributor, or by the end-user 

to monitor the consistency of an ergometer. 

End-users could also use existing equipment in the wheelchair propulsion lab to 

verify the status of their ergometer. A simple pulley-based system (Figure 8.1) could 

be used to apply a known sinusoidal force to the handrim of a wheelchair on the 

ergometer. This method, originally developed by Leonard Rozendaal at the Free 

University of Amsterdam for their ergometer (see [9]), only requires an ergometer 

with an isospeed mode, a pulley system, a motion tracking system, and a series of 

calibrated weights, all of which are usually present in a wheelchair propulsion lab. 

It allows for the evaluation of an ergometer in a highly realistic situation, with a 

loaded wheelchair (e.g. with a dummy), and an applied periodic 3D force of similar 

magnitude as seen in regular handrim wheelchair propulsion. Moreover, it could be 

used to apply force at different angles which would also allow for the dynamic 

evaluation of measurement wheels in multiple dimensions. 

Furthermore, a new static calibration arm (Figure 8.2) that can be used to calibrate 

the force sensor of an assembled ergometer was recently developed (by Umaco BV, 

 

Figure 8.1. A schematic drawing of a pulley and marker setup to apply a known force on the 

handrim. 
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The Netherlands). The calibration arm can be attached to the outside of a roller and 

is raised, ensuring enough clearance with other ergometer parts and the ground. 

Weights were added on the bottom to counteract the offset in the centre of rotation. 

A calibrated angle sensor, which is used to compensate for angular offsets, can be 

mounted to the top of the arm. Finally, a basket is used to hold the M1 calibrated 

weights that are used as reference to determine the gain and offset of the loadcell. 

The development of this new mobile calibration arm is an important step in the life-

cycle management of the ergometer as it enables distributors to perform periodic 

calibrations in the field, thereby ensuring consistent results over time. 

Composing wheelchair propulsion laboratories 
Wheelchair propulsion labs can be used for scientific research, but should also serve 

as expertise centres to generate and implement knowledge for clinical and sports 

purposes [7]. The concept and even the implementation of wheelchair propulsion 

laboratories is certainly not new. Protocols and guidelines were for example 

provided by the SMARTWheel User Group (SWUG, [10]), though the wheels 

themselves are no longer commercially available. More recently, De Groot and 

colleagues [11] presented their vision of a wheelchair propulsion lab using, among 

others, measurement wheels and a wheelchair treadmill (Wheelchair Expert 

Evaluation Laboratory – implementation; WHEEL-i). In a recent application of the 

WHEEL-I protocol in rehabilitation practice, Leving et al. [6] already noted that the 

proper selection of technology may be key to generating standardized and clinically 

meaningful outcomes in a reasonable amount of time. They recommend the use of 

an ergometer, as it can be pre-programmed to perform standardized protocols and 

automatically generate standardized outcomes.  

 

 

Figure 8.2. The new static calibration arm (lengths in mm). 1) The basket for the M1 calibrated 

reference weights, 2) mounting spot for the angle sensor, 3) tare weight, 4) compensation weight, 

5) roller attachment. 
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Indeed, the current thesis is aligned with WHEEL-i but proposes to replace the 

treadmill and measurement wheels by a roller ergometer in the wheelchair 

propulsion lab. This could be an important step in the dissemination of wheelchair 

propulsion labs and practitioner-accessible technology, but there are also some 

remaining challenges in the transfer from the academic to a clinical and sports 

environment. Implementation typically involves a multidisciplinary team of 

consultants, physiotherapists, embedded scientists, and other technical staff that 

will use their experience and expertise to make an assessment based on collected 

data and reference data. As such, the interpretation of test outcomes and the 

availability of reference data are challenges that still need to be addressed [10], 

though some work has already been done in this area [7,12]. Moreover, data analysis 

and interpretation are typically time consuming because of the integration of 

multiple measurement devices and the complexity of outcomes, and should 

therefore be facilitated as much as possible with dedicated software. In this regard, 

the software is equally -if not more- important than the hardware. Clinicians and 

coaches are often not familiarized with the complex biomechanical outcomes 

obtained in the lab, so outcomes need to be preselected, pre-processed and analysed, 

and presented in a proper format. For example, the SWUG protocol uses velocity, 

average peak resultant force, push frequency, and stroke length as its key outcome 

measures, and provides standardized visualizations and a flowchart to guide 

decision making by clinicians [10]. It is also helpful to see a synchronized video [7] 

of the actual test performance next to the other outcomes to help visualize the impact 

of certain parameters (for an example see Figure 8.3). Based on these considerations, 

a software platform that integrates outcomes from all equipment could be an 

important asset for wheelchair propulsion labs.  

To create a complete overview of a wheelchair-user combination, additional 

information such as metabolic data, 3D kinematics, regular (2D) video, and 

electromyography (EMG) might also be needed, depending on the specific 

(research) questions at hand. Future studies should examine which additional 

equipment is needed for different research questions and (clinical) scenarios. For 

example, the studies in the current thesis often included a spirometer in the 

measurement setup as it allows for the determination of energy cost and the 

calculation of gross mechanical efficiency (Chapter 5, 6, and 7) as a measure of 

propulsion skill [13–15]. Another example of an extended measurement setup 

including the ergometer can be found in a recent study by Briley et al. [16] where 

scapular kinematic variability and its effect on shoulder pain is examined. For 

kinematics, it would be beneficial if markerless time-of-flight sensors could be used 

instead of marker-based systems as they require much less time to set up. 
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Figure 8.3. A feedback system for clinicians and coaches with synchronised data and video. 
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Measurement wheels are still required for the determination of 3D forces and thus 

for advanced inverse-dynamics modelling of the shoulder complex (e.g. [17–19]). 

Yet, information on glenohumeral joint reaction forces is not always needed and can 

be predicted to some extent using less information [20]. An ergometer is also not 

suited for tasks that heavily involve turning and/or balancing the trunk as a task 

element, as is common in manoeuvrability tests like the Spider test [11], Butterfly-

sprint test [21], or the Illinois test [22]. The inertial forces during these tests could be 

simulated at the level of the handrim (they are currently not), but their effects on the 

wheelchair-user combination are difficult to simulate and would, for example, 

require a Stewart (i.e. 6-DoF) platform [23]. Still, overlooking these edge cases, a 

roller ergometer can meet the majority of testing demands without the need for 

additional equipment.  

The Esseda wheelchair ergometer provides a realistic simulation of the frictional and 

inertial forces encountered during handrim wheelchair propulsion. However, due 

to the stationary nature of ergometer-based testing, the visual feedback for the 

participant is limited. The ecological validity of lab-based testing could be improved 

by adding contextual richness through scenario and context simulation while 

maintaining the overall benefits of testing in the lab [24,25]. The combination of 

physical exertion through the kinetic feedback of the wheelchair ergometer with a 

virtual world could provide a unique, comprehensive and realistic experience. 

Simulated visual feedback presents the user with the opportunity to engage in 

environments that are similar to real-world objects and events [26], while still 

harnessing all of the advantages of testing on the ergometer. Therefore, a coupling 

between the ergometer and a visual world, in this case a gym, is proposed (Figure 

8.4). This virtual environment can then be displayed on a screen or on a head-

mounted display. Another possibility is to use this coupling to add elements of 

gamification [27] or biofeedback [15].  

The role of lab-based testing 
Human movement consists of much more than just the physical ability and skills of 

an individual [28]. It is, instead, the result of a complex interplay of sociological, 

environmental, psychological, and health-related factors, where the environment 

can prove to be a limiting or facilitating factor with respect to one’s moving pattern, 

which is especially true for wheeled mobility [29]. The applicability of results 

obtained from wheelchair propulsion analysis outside the research environment is 

therefore also dependent on the relevance of those measurements to the daily life 

and their ability to provide functional information. Consequently, there also have 

been ongoing efforts to enable measurements outside the lab [30], which has recently 

picked up momentum due to the increasing availability of low-cost, reliable, easy-
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to-use mobile measurement equipment [31,32], such as Inertial Measurement Units 

(IMUs). IMU based methods tend to have great ecological validity because they 

measure the user within their specific context [31,33]. The opportunities presented 

by these devices are almost limitless and call in a new era of research and treatments.  

Yet, this does not mean that these field-based methods will replace lab-based testing. 

Instead, both lab- and field-based testing have become more important than ever, as 

research can greatly benefit from combining lab- and field-based measurements. The 

wheelchair propulsion lab should therefore employ a holistic view of wheelchair 

propulsion. A comprehensive portfolio of “wheeled mobility” should thus contain 

lab- based outcomes and functional outcomes determined with wheelchair skills 

tests [7]. The first can be determined on a wheelchair ergometer (e.g. using the 

protocols presented in Chapter 4), and the latter could be quantified using IMUs. 

The Centre for Human Movement Sciences (University Medical Centre Groningen, 

The Netherlands) is also working on standardized testing and the integration of 

field-based with lab-based testing in the WheelPower consortium [34]. A project that 

was launched in 2020 for adapted sports, but is equally relevant for clinical practice 

as was shown by Leving et al. in early rehabilitation [35]. 

A wheelchair propulsion lab could also be used to monitor or facilitate the motor 

learning process for handrim wheelchair propulsion. Two examples of natural 

learning studies are given in Chapter 6 and 7 for wheelchair racing and power-

assisted propulsion, respectively. In line with previous research, an improvement in 

 

Figure 8.4. Virtual reality environment built in the Unreal Engine controlled by the ergometer. 
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mechanical efficiency was seen on both the ergometer and the treadmill [36], even 

though the task complexity on the ergometer is arguably lower. The current thesis 

examined natural learning, but the learning process could also be facilitated by the 

use of biofeedback [15,37]. A target value that is thought to reduce physical strain 

could be shown on a screen in front of the participant to allow for targeted 

improvements on selected propulsion metrics (e.g. increasing contact angle or 

reducing peak forces) [37]. Another target for optimization is the wheelchair-user 

interface. Regular handrim wheelchair have a multitude of different settings that can 

be configured (e.g. seat height, wheel size, and camber). Moreover, recent advances 

such as Pushrim-Activated Power-Assisted Wheelchairs (PAPAWs, Chapter 7) are 

effective at reducing the strain imposed by wheelchair propulsion [38,39] and 

increase effective range of wheelchair users [40,41]. Yet, these introduce even more 

parameters that can be tuned (e.g. motor delay, power, and overrun) to the 

individual’s propulsion technique, complicating the manual tuning of these 

wheelchairs [42,43]. Using a wheelchair ergometer in the wheelchair propulsion lab 

could allow for the safe and automatic individual tuning of control parameters based 

on physiological cost using a “human-in-the-loop” optimization process.  

Methodological considerations 
The focus of the current project was initially directed towards clinical (rehabilitation) 

practice. Interestingly, most early interest for the wheelchair ergometer has come 

from the adapted sports field. While validating the ergometer, a comparison with 

measurement wheels available at our lab at higher speeds seemed infeasible as they 

do not allow for the use of racing handrims, they are too ‘fragile’ to sustain racing 

kinetics, and they too have not been tested at these more typical racing speeds. As 

such, the ergometer has been validated for regular daily use, but it remains unclear 

how extreme increases in velocity and acceleration impact the measurement 

accuracy of the ergometer. While there is no current indication that these tests would 

obtain erroneous results, it would be prudent to also perform tests in this area and 

consider more advanced dynamic calibration procedures, using ramp or sinusoidal 

input signals [44]. 

The current thesis uses filter parameters based on previous research with 

measurement wheels [37,45] and wheelchair ergometers [9,46]. Filtering can be used 

to remove the high-frequency noise that is present in the force signal that is 

measured by the ergometer [45] (e.g. Chapter 2 explored the resonance frequency). 

It is a recurring and sensitive topic among researchers as, without the proper 

parameters, one could either leave some noise in the signal or remove important 

information. However, previous studies have used a range of different filter 

parameters and it is not always clear why a specific combination was used. 
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Therefore, specific guidelines for the current ergometer are needed, which could be 

determined using the methods described by Cooper et al. [45,47] or by using the 

Woltring filter routine [48]. Moreover, given the broad range of applications for the 

ergometer, filter guidelines should cover the entire spectrum of wheelchair testing.  

The current thesis tried to employ a number of practices aimed at making its results 

more open, to ensure reproducible and valid results [49,50]. Among others, these 

were the use of open access publications, sharing code in a free and open-source 

language [51] while using distributed version control [52,53]. However, it must also 

be conceded that a number of open science aspects were not yet implemented in this 

thesis. Performing preregistered, well-powered experiments are perhaps the most 

important step for science in general [50], but the studies in the current thesis were 

not preregistered. Data, while available on request, were not made available by 

default, as the intent to publicly share data should have been more explicit during 

the approval stage. The selected journals for open access publication did not allow 

for the interactive display of data and still few accept R markdown [54] or Jupyter 

Notebooks [55]. Investing additional effort in this domain should not be considered 

as a burden, as it does not only improve science, but also leads to more citations, 

collaboration, and funding opportunities [56]. A goal worth striving for, as science 

only works when it is open. 

Concluding remarks 
Finally, it should be noted that there is already a large existing knowledge base, 

which is the result of more than five decades of wheelchair propulsion research. 

Before embarking on new endeavours these studies should be consulted and data 

collected by new research should be embedded in their results. Nevertheless, it is 

time to rethink the implementation of wheelchair research. By applying 

standardized protocols and outcomes in a research community, large sets of data 

can be collected in a field that desperately needs it due to large heterogeneity and 

low patient numbers, and a diversity of health-related issues over the life span. 

Therefore, it seems important to build a community of wheelchair propulsion labs 

that meet to share best practices, discuss experiences, design protocols, develop 

graphical references, and share (de-identified) data [10]. This should kickstart the 

trend to collect data in clinical and applied (sports) environments, which could be 

the collaborative push needed to accelerate developments even further. The current 

thesis presents a case for including wheelchair ergometers in wheelchair propulsion 

labs which will hopefully spark the broader discussion on wheelchair propulsion 

testing in research, clinical, and adapted sports environments.  
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